It is considered in the superposition principle of electrostatic field and the special relativity that the electric field around the moving electrons in permanent magnet still exists and presents length contraction in the direction of movement. Through experimental analysis, it is also considered that the motion states of two electric fields having same direction and opposite direction of motion cancel out each other. Based on the two above-mentioned basic concepts, it can be inferred that negative electrostatic field exists in the vicinity of cubic permanent magnet N and S pole surface edge while positive electrostatic field exists in the vicinity of side edge. In addition, the results of experimental verification are also introduced.
Length Contraction of Electric Field in the Direction of Movement
It is pointed out in the special relativity that when an object having the length of L moves at the speed of  , its length will be shortened as L L 1 v C ⁄ (Wherein: C-speed of light). As electric field also belongs to real matter, the length in the direction of movement will also be shortened according to the above-mentioned law when the electric field moves.
As for the cubic electric field matter locating at the latter half of electric charge Q and having side length as α, as specified in Figure 1A . When it moves at the speed of  , as specified in Figure 1B , its side length in the direction of  will be shortened as α 1 v C ⁄ , and thus the volume shrinks, electric field distribution changes, field strength in the vicinity of y-axis increases dramatically while the field strength in the vicinity of x-axis weakens dramatically.
Through the analysis of geometric relationship between Figure A and Figure B , and according to the principle that electric flux remains unchanged prior to and after the shrinkage of any solid angle having Q as its center, it is possible to derivate (the derivation process is omitted) that the relationship between the field strength E locating at r outside Q and the field strength E'locating at r after Q moves at the speed of  , Wherein,  is the included angle between r and . This equation is the same as the equation derived according to electrodynamics, which indicates that the derived analysis purely based on the geometric relationship of electric field contraction is in line with the practice result.
When the combined electrical field strength of two charges of same or different polarity at a certain point are calculated in electromagnetics, it is considered that the respective electrostatic fields of these two charges are the same as that of these two charges when they exist separately. Thus, when the combined electrical field strength of two charges at a certain point is calculated, it is necessary to calculate the field strength of this point when one charge exists separately, and then calculate the field strength of this point when another charge exists separately. Finally, combine these two field strengths to serve as the total field strength of this point. This kind of combination is called the principle of superposition. Practice has proved that the principle of superposition is still correct even if the distance between these two charges is extremely small. This indicates that the existence of electric field around one charge is free from the impact of any surrounding charges. It can be inferred that all the negative electric field of electron and positive electric field of proton in all matters still exist, and the distribution of electric field is the same as that all electrons and protons exist separately. Thus, if a certain part of electrons in matter makes regular macroscopic motion, the electric fields around these electrons are bound to make the same movement along with electrons.
Analysis of Interaction Force of Parallel Current-carrying Wires
For sake of analysis and explanation, it is necessary to analyze the interaction force of simple "infinite" straight parallel current-carrying wires. In macroscopic view, a piece of lead wire can be seen as two parts. One part is negative electron beam composed of free electrons while the other part is the lead wire in which free electrons are skimmed. Electrons are bound to have positive electricity having the same quantity of electricity as negative beam. To facilitate the analysis, we call this lead wire whose free electrons are skimmed as positron beam. In this way, the current-carrying lead wires can be considered to comprise both negative beam and positron beam, and their respective electric fields are the same as that when these two exist separately. Wire current exists in the lead wire. In other word, directional movement exists in the negative beam. That is, movement is generated in the electric field around negative beam. To facilitate the analysis, we suppose that the kinematic velocity of all free electrons of lead wire A is , the kinematic velocity of all free electrons of lead wire B is . 
The force received by dQ + should be,
It is indicated in equation (6) 
In the light of binomial series expansion method in the previous equation(4),we can obtain:
, substitute this two relational expressions into
into the following equation, we can obtain
The total force dF received by dl section on B current-carrying lead wire is the sum of electric field force received by dQ + and dQ -. i.e 
The force l F received by the lead wire(its length is L) on B current-carrying lead wire should be:
The negative sign on the right end of equal sign in equation (11) i.e the equation(11) still comes into existence. That is to say,the uneven distribution of free electron velocity has no impact on the correctness of conclusion in the equation(11).
The Motion State of Two Electric Fields Having the Same Direction and Opposite Direction of Motion Cancels out Each Other
The interaction force of two parallel current-carrying lead wires is inferred and deduced in the above context. We can also deduce the Ampere force law under the conditions of uniform magnetic field in accordance with the view of electric field contraction (it is not to be introduced here due to relatively burdensome deduction process). Thus, under normal circumstances, the view of electric field contraction is not contradictory to the electromagnetics. However, we can also see the special deduction of electric field contraction. Refer to the previous equation (5), which indicates that the electric field (generates from the current-carrying lead wire) perceived by the static charge dQ ++ is
. Can this electric field be detected through an experiment? The calculation shows that the electric field is extremely weak, in other word, it can not be measured. For example, when the copper lead wire having sectional area of 100mm 2 is charged with extremely large 1000A current, it is possible to calculate that the field strength of the site 10 -2 m away from this lead wire is only 7.387×10 -6 v/m. In other word, it is equivalent to the field strength between two plates when two "infinite" metal plates 200 km away with each other are connected with a 1.5V battery. Such small field strength is certainly very difficult to be determined. (The reason why another lead wire B receives obvious stress lies in the fact that the quantity of electricity of proton and electron in B is huge).
It can be found in the above analysis of  Q E that we can obtain the following equation if
. It can be known that E Q+ can be detected if A  is very huge under the condition that current I A remains unchanged. It is obviously not much too huge in the lead wire A  . However, in the magnetic domain of permanent magnet, the spin speed of electron is extremely huge. Normally, its speed is 10 6 m/s. This huge speed naturally owns relatively stronger  Q E . The author applies a cubic neodymium iron boron permanent magnet (surface magnetic induction is about .08T, side length is 20mm) as test sample. The calculation shows that the magnetic field generated by this test sample is the same as that generated by one turn of square coil (field strength is 29209A), we can thus use a turn of square coil (formed by a square face having even distribution of surface current, and 20mm side length on each face) as an analysis model.
In the light of the method applied in the analysis of current-carrying lead wire motional electric field, we use each face in the above model as a section of lead wire in the analysis. From the analysis, we can see that the field density component of motional electric field generated by negative electron motion (current) in NS axis direction in four faces of analysis model is the same, and its size of field strength is correlated to the average speed of spinning electron. It is known that the spinning speed of electron is 10 6 m/s,and the spin condition of all electrons of permanent magnet is far from being exactly the same. Therefore, its average speed should be far less than 10 6 m/s. The author supposes that the average speed is between 10 3 and 10 5 m/s, and calculates that the combined field strength at 10mm above N or S face as per 29209A (the detailed calculation is omitted, and the calculation method can be referred in 5) is -2.26×10 However, it is surprising that the conclusion of determination, after hundreds of experiments, can only be the result that electric field does not exist at the center outside N or S plane, and it is extremely small even if it exists. The author is puzzled on this experiment, and spends more than two years in plunging into the state of being perplexed, hesitated, and at a loss. He found the direction to solve the problem only after he realized that the moving electric field is the magnetic field. It is pointed out in the Biot-Savart Law that, 
. In the previous equation (8), we have
, so, we substitute these relational expressions into dBand obtain the following,
the above equation can also be written as:
It is indicated in this equation that the moving electric field is the magnetic field (protons in the lead wire does not move, and has nothing to do with the electric field). The experiment shows that the magnetic field does not exist around a section of folded current-carrying lead wire. In other word, the moving electric field doe not exist around this current-carrying lead wire. However, two macro-free-electron groups having opposite direction of motion do exist in this lead wire. If the surrounding of free-electron groups is accompanied by free electron movement, the moving electric field is bound to exist. However, the experiment proves that the magnetic field does not exist, in other word, the moving electric field does not exist either. It means the motion state of two electric fields having the same direction and opposite direction of motion cancels out each other. Therefore, we draw the conclusion that the motion state of two electric fields having the same direction and opposite direction of motion cancels out each other. From this conclusion, we can easily understand the reason why the electric field can not be detected at the center outside N or S.
It is explained in the previous context that one turn of coil (electrons uniformly distribute on the surface) can be used as an analysis model to test the permanent model. Four current surfaces of this analysis model can be respectively represented by A, B, C, D. Let us observe the electric field combination between face A and face C. Obviously, the field strength component of moving electric field (generated by electron movement) in N and S central axis is the same in size and opposite in direction. It is inferred according to the previous cancellation that the motion state of moving electric field is mutually cancelled with each other. Therefore, the combined negative electric field of these two belongs to electrostatic field, and the combined field strength of positive and negative electric field is zero. For the same reason, the combined field strengths of positive and negative electric field on face B and face D are also zero. It can be seen that four faces of A, B,C and D, in other word, the combined field strengths of whole coil on N and S central axis are zero. So, it is naturally that the existence of electric field can not be detected in the experiment. It is obvious that the moving electric fields can not be completely cancelled in other spaces which are not on N and S central axis. Relatively larger combined field strength may exist in some space.
Calculation of Combined Field Strength at Several Basic Positions Around Rectangle Coil

Combined field strength along the N.S direction outside rectangle coil
5.1.1 Calculation of positive, negative field strength along the N.S direction outside coil A, B, C, and D in Figure 3 represent current surface analysis model of the square with side length being 2α. The four current surfaces constitute a rectangle coil with only one turn. When the coil current is 29209A, the field strength is the same as that of a permanent magnet of the same shape with the surface magnetic induction intensity of 0.8T. The current direction of the coil specified in the figure is vertical with y, and the direction of magnetic field at the center of the coil is in parallel with y. y goes through the central line mn of A surface. h is used to represent O 1 m, and we take h 1 =5×10 -3 m and h 2 =5×10 -2 m in the experiment; D is sued to represent O 1 p, and we take D=2×10 -3 m in the experiment. Now we need to calculate out the combined field strengths of electron and proton on the four surfaces A, B, C, and D of the coil on the P 1 point along the direction of y.
Let's look at the surfaces of B and D first. Since P 1 point is located in the middle of B and D surfaces, the values and directions of the field strengths of motion electric fields generated from electron motion on B surface and D surface on the P 1 point along the direction of y are the same, and their motion directions are opposite to each other (their current directions are opposite). Because their motions are offset mutually, their negative electric field is equal to static negative field. Therefore, we can know that the combined field strength of the negative and positive electric fields (generated by the protons of the same electric quantity with motion electron) of B surface and D surface on the P 1 point along the direction of y is zero. Thus, we do not need to consider the combined field strength of B surface and D surface, and only need to analyze that of A surface and C surface. Let's first analyze the field strength of surface A and the proton of the same electric quantity with the motion electron on the P 1 point along the direction of y.
As specified in the figure, the electric quantity of micro-surface current element dxdy on j point and the proton of the same electric quantity with the motion electron is As for P 1 piont, D of surface A will increase to D+2a on surface C. Equation (13) Let's analyze the motion electric field strength of the electron motion of surface A and C the P 1 point along the direction of y. First look at the field strength of
E on surface A. The front 1 indicates that the relationship between the field strength E locating at r outside Q and the field strength E' locating at r after Q moves at the speed of  is equation (1): 
, and only
Calculation of combined field strength
Surface A and surface B should be analyzed as a whole. Current directions on surface A and surface B are opposite, and the directions of motion electric fields generated by electron motion on the P 1 point along the direction of y are opposite of course. But the directions of their electric fields are the same, so they are offset mutually. Their combined field strength should be E )is a negative value]
To make it corresponding to the experimental results and easy for distinction, when the following h=5 × 10 -3m
,  1 represents E AC ; when h=10 -2m
,  2 represents E AC . Figure 4 indicates the current direction of the coil is in parallel with y; the direction of the central magnetic field is vertical with y. This is equivalent to the coil in Figure 3 rotating 90°. We need to calculate out the combined field strength of P 3 point along the direction of y.
Combined field strength vertical with the N·S direction outside the coil
Since surfaces A, B, C, and D are square, the field strengths
4 A E , and  4 C E generated by the proton of surface A and surface B on the P 3 point along the direction of y are the same as those in Figure 3 , namely The difference between surface D and surface B is: h of surface B is 2α+h on surface D. Therefore, h in equation (19) is changed into 2α+h, and we can calculate out Let's now calculate out motion field strengths generated by electron motions of surfaces A, B, C, and D on the P 3 point along the direction of y. Figure 4 shows that since I of surface A is in parallel with y, the included angle θ between r and I is becoming smaller obviously. The above 1 points out that if θ<54.7°, E'<E. This means
E >0, which indicates that the combined field strength of surface A on P 3 point is a positive value. After the analysis we know that among the combined field strength of surfaces A, B, C, and D on the P 3 point along the direction of y, the effect of surface A is dominant. Therefore, the total combined field strength of the four surfaces might be a positive value. 
It is obvious that we can obtain Figure 5 indicates that the direction of the magnetic field at the center of the coil is in parallel with y, the distance between P 5 point and the side of the coil is h, and coordinate origin is at the center of surface A. Now we have to calculate out the combined field strength on the P 5 point along the direction of x.
As specified in the figure, surfaces B and D are symmetric to P 5 point, and their current directions are opposite. So we can know that motion electric fields generated by motion electrons of surface B and surface D on the P 5 point along the direction of x are the same in the value and direction and opposite in motion direction. There motion electric fields are offset completely, thus equal to a static negative electric field. Therefore, the combined field strength of electrons and protons on surface B and surface D on the P 5 point along the direction of x is zero, which has no need to be considered. Therefore, we only analyze the combined field strength of surface A and surface C on the P 5 point.
Let's look at surface A first. In Figure 5 , the field strength of micro-current surface positive charge dydz dQ , which is the same as the calculation of the above equation (21), and the only difference is the limit of integration. Compared with equation (21), we can obtain:
h of surface A is changed to 2a + h in surface C, equation (22) Published by Canadian Center of Science and Education 231 being 20mm, and its surface magnetic strength is 0.8T; B is identical with A in size and material. Without magnetized, however, B is not a permanent magnet. D is a induced copper tray, and its role is to receive static induction of the electrified body so as to make the bottom P of the tin foil strip under it induce the charge of the same nature with the electrified body. Through adjustment, D can move leftward, rightward, forward, and backward, and tin foil strip can move upward and downward so as to position P anywhere between A and B. L and R are flat metal plates with large areas, and able to generate even electric field in the space between them after they are connected with DC power. The direction of electric field between L and R will change with the change of switch direction. Figure 7 is the photo of the experiment devices.
Experiment Method and Result
Experiment method
As specified in Figure 6 , when P is charged, the surface of A close to P will have electric charge, and further generate electric field, which is defined as the induced electric field. The role of B is to generate an induced electric field of the same size but different direction with the induced electric field of A so as to make them offset.
According to the calculation method of 5, when P is at O 1 point above A and B, the strength of the combined electric field (hereinafter referred to as self-generated electric field) of A is the biggest. But in the situation, the electric field on the P point between R and L is unevenly affected. To reduce the impact and enhance the stability of test (shown in the experiment), P is arranged 2mm above O 1 in the experiment (namely D=2×10 -3 m).
To eliminate the impact of the induced electric field, P should be positioned between A and B. However, it is difficult to adjust P rightly between A and B in the experiment. It is assumed that P is deviated from the middle deviated to B. We repeat the above procedures, and when U=U 2 =-46V, P stops deviating to B and starts to deviating to A (opposite to the above experiment). We calculate U 2 /H=-235V/m. Hence, when P is at the middle position of A and B (h=5mm), its field strength at the horizontal direction is represented with  1 0 . according to equation (23), there is:
There is calculation of field strength in 5.1.2 1 (15), there is  2 =-142.6v/m. The error of  2 and  0 2 is also 7.5%.
Experiment 3
A is placed vertically with N at front and S back (or S at front and N back). The distance between A and B is adjusted to 10mm (namely h=5mm). This is the calculation of 3
Repeat procedures of Experiment 1, and the result is opposite to that of Experiment 1. When provided with positive charge, P is deviated to B. When provided with negative charge, P is deviated to A. Measurement of field strength is opposite to that of Experiment 1. R is provided with negative charge, and L with positive charge (according to the measurement principle, the voltage at the time should be a positive value). The experiment result is U 1 =42V and U 2 =35V. We can calculate out:  and 4  is 137%. Obviously, the calculated 4  is not in line with the actual situation.
Experiment 5, 6
A is still placed as in Experiment 3. But P is moved downward to the central position O between A and B. Adjust the distance between A and B to 10mm, and repeat procedures of Experiment 3. This is Experiment 5, equivalent to the calculation of 5  in 5.3. Experiment shows that no matter whether P is provided with positive or negative charge, P is always deviated to the closer A (or B). This indicates E  > 0 5
 . Since we can adjust E  to an extremely small value (P position is close to O 1 ), 0 5  is necessarily small. We can suppose  .
The calculation is unscientific for sure.
In experiment 6, we adjust the distance between A and B to 20mm, and repeat procedures of Experiment 5, which is the calculation of 6  in 5.3. Experiment shows that the result of Experiment 6 is the same as that of  , which further proves that the calculation method in 5.3 is unpractical.
6.3.1 Notes electrified body, especially positive electrified body (such as the glass cup in the experiments), can not generate electricity through friction, and also release electricity quickly.
2). In experiments, induced copper tray and tin foil strip may have residual charge, which can affect experiment result. Therefore, before the start of each experiment, we had better touch the induced copper tray to eliminate residual charge.
3). Some insulated materials are likely to carry electricity, thus affecting experiment results. Therefore, the clip bases of A and B should be made of materials unlikely to carry electricity, such as timber.
4). Air flow may, such as breathing, affect the experiments, so air flow should be avoided. In the experiments, experiment devices are surrounded by four glass plates.
Explanation
The electric field measured in the experiment is similar to electrostatic field apparently, so it is called static positive electric field or static negative electric field. As stated in the paper, the measured electric field is actually the combined electric field of the electron motion negative electric field and the corresponding proton static positive electric field.
Correction of Calculation Result by Sawtooth Current Model
Establishment of sawtooth current model
The above six experiments show that calculation of 5 is basically not in line with the experiment result, but the negative electrostatic field in the vicinity of side edge of surface N and S and the positive electrostatic field in the vicinity of side edge of the side surface calculated by 5 are in line with the fact. Therefore, motion electric field is shortened along the motion direction, and the electric fields with the same direction but opposite motion directions are offsetting each other. The two basic viewpoints are still positive. Therefore, the reason for calculation error must be the miss of some important factors in the calculation. The author starts to doubt that combined field strength 1  , 2  …… may have something to do with the total motion electric field, namely the magnetic field. However, through the calculation of the magnetic field around the rectangle coil, the author discovers that the combined field strength does not have any regular relationship with the magnetic field.
At last, it is suspected that it is improper to take one-turn rectangle current coil as the analysis model of the cubic permanent magnet. The generation of electric field of permanent magnet is due to the rough similarity of magnetic moment orientations of each molecule in magnetic domain, and molecule current forming molecule magnetic moment is non-linear current, which is obviously different from linear current of rectangle coil. From the micro-perspective, molecules on the side surface of permanent magnet are just like cobbles on river beach. Each electron moves along the surface of cobble. To make it clear, it is supposed that four molecule currents with magnetic moment of the same direction are arranged as Figure 8α .
It is obvious that different from electrons make horizontal linear motion, as specified in Figure 8α , only electron motion directions at points of b, d, f, and h are horizontal, and those at other points are not horizontal, or even vertical (a, c, e, g, i point). When analyzing equation (1) above, we point out the relationship between motion field strength E'and electrostatic field strength E: when  is fixed, the bigger the included angle θ between r and is, the bigger E'is.
When analyzing the motion field strength
E of surface A in 5.2, according to the analysis model, we regard electron motions as horizontal motion on a, b, d, f, and h points in Figure 8 . Therefore, most of θ of each current surface element are smaller than the actual θ. As specified in Figure 8 , 1  < 2  (P 3 point in the figure is equivalent to P 3 point in Figure 4 ). When is small, E'is small accordingly. As for 5.2, this means
E is smaller than the actual value, and
E bigger than the actual value. This is the rise of 3  in 6.2.3. Namely, 4  is increased as well.
As for the analysis of  is well above 6  as well.
The above analysis indicates that if we put aside the analysis model of rectangle current coil, and analyze the combined field strength of permanent magnet with the actual molecule current, we can obtain the calculation result conforming to the actual situation. However, we can not accurately know the distribution of trillions of molecule currents, and it is also very difficult to make instant calculation. So how can we find out the analysis model conforming to the reality through the comprehensive analysis of motion features of molecule currents? We have to consider the average self-rotation speed of electrons since magnetic inductive strength of permanent magnet does not affect the distribution law of magnetic field and combined electric field. We mainly think about the law of  changes. Because molecule magnetic moments are unnecessarily identical, we can not embark on analyzing a molecule current to obtain the general law of  changes. In addition, combined electric field can not be completely determined by surface molecule currents. However, no matter what the distribution law of molecule magnetic moments is, we can always, under the supposition that the combined field strength depends on motion electrons on the surface, find a β angle indicating the average increasing speed of electron motion and a -β angle indicating the average declining speed, thus making the β angle identical with the change effect of the overall electron motion direction. Figure 8b indicates the electron motion of the β angle. The concrete value is natural determined by experiment result, which is just like the determination of lead wire current. The speeds of free electrons forming the current in lead wire are not completely the same, and their motion directions are different as well. The current determined by us through experiments is the average current value of all free electrons. The β is the average value of electron motion directions of all molecule currents.
Thus, we establish a new analysis model of combined electric field of permanent magnet. Different that of analysis model of 5, its electrons do not move along the current directly, namely linear motion, but sawtooth folded line motion shown as Figure 8b . For the convenience of explanation, we call the new analysis model sawtooth current model. For protons, the current model considers them being static. Therefore, all positive electric field strengths calculated in 5 remain unchanged.
Correction of calculation of combined field strength in 5.1.3 by sawtooth current model
It is supposed in sawtooth current model that electrons move along the track of the folded line in Figure 8b . We have a folded line unit abc. If the length of ac is supposed to be dx, and ab+bc is equal to dx', we can obtain [if x axis in Figure 9 is regarded as y axis, and y regarded as x axis, we can think equations (29) 
